“Preventing the use of fossil fuels will deprive these nations and peoples of opportunities for industrialization and economic growth.”

Though I’m sure many students at Penn would be overjoyed, I personally hope to never see the headline “Penn divests” splashed across the front page of the Daily Pennsylvanian. At Penn, the recent movement on campus to divest from fossil fuels—including the student referendum—has drawn a lot of attention to the issue of anthropogenic climate change and the fossil fuel industry. While it is easy to argue against the burning of fossil fuels while safely ensconced in an industrialized nation, it should be abundantly clear that abandoning fossil fuels is simply not a realistic option for Penn, the United States, or the world. Therefore, any statement or symbolic gesture against fossil-fuels must be simply that—a gesture without any real impact. A decision by the University to divest would not help reduce emissions, but it could hurt students and the University.

The divestment issue comes down to just a few simple, undeniable realities: (1) Penn and the rest of the world are entirely dependent on burning carbon to maintain our current standards of living, (2) technology for green energy cannot effectively replace many of the functions fossil-fuels serve, and (3) divestment has the potential to harm Penn’s endowment returns.

When it comes to arguing against the use of fossil fuels to power our society, the most immediate issue is that of demand. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the world uses the energy equivalent of 260 million barrels of oil per day (525 quadrillion BTUs), the majority of which is energy supplied from fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas. Most major energy companies, as well as the EIA, predict demand to rise between 30% and 40% over the next 25 years. This increase in demand is expected to come almost entirely from developing or underdeveloped nations and will be driven by economic growth. These nations cannot afford the less efficient, more expensive green energy technologies. Preventing the use of fossil fuels will deprive these nations and peoples of opportunities for industrialization and economic growth, arguably preventing them from attaining the same increased living standards that all currently developed economies enjoy.

The divestment movement has focused attention on the harm some fossil fuel companies have caused some communities, but they fail to note that industrialization and economic growth require massive amounts of energy at low costs which currently can only be provided by fossil fuels. Access to affordable energy sources like fossil fuels represent the best hope many nations have to lift their countries into the modern world and out of poverty.

However, let’s imagine that a piece of newly developed technology could somehow compete with fossil fuels in terms of economics

and scale. One must wonder who could possibly have the capability and know-how to develop such technology. As the largest players in the energy industry, fossil fuel companies are actually in the best position, and have the largest incentive, to do so. The divestment movement frequently points out that any anti-CO2 legislation could very quickly turn many fossil fuel investments into stranded assets. Therefore, fossil fuel companies have huge incentives to continually develop new and cleaner ways to harvest energy from their sources. This has happened time and again, since the beginning of industrial use of fossil fuels.

Take, for example, the recent fall in CO2 emissions in the United States. Since 2007, overall CO2 emissions have declined 13%.4 The dominant factor in this drop has been the switch from coal to natural gas for electricity generation, according to the Center for Climate and Energy solutions.5 With the advent of horizontal drilling combined with hydraulic fracturing—a technological breakthrough driven by market incentives—companies have been able to economically produce massive amounts of natural gas domestically, driving the price down and encouraging power companies to switch to natural gas. Such examples make it clear, the solution to global climate change and greenhouse gas emissions will come from markets and economics, not from emotional arguments and feel-good policy movements.

Finally, the issue of divestment has the potential to harm Penn’s endowment returns. It doesn’t take a Wharton MBA to know that reducing investment options will lead to a less profitable portfolio. Divestment supporters counter this by arguing that fossil-fuel companies must, in the end, become unprofitable. Even if this were the case, the efficient market hypothesis tells us that these risks are already incorporated into the company’s stock prices and returns, meaning even with the potential of a massive stranded-assets scenario fossil fuel companies can still be a sound investment for years to come.

Divestment does nothing to fight emissions or climate change beyond ‘sending a message.’ Rather than attempting to ascribe a political viewpoint to the entire student body and potentially harming investment returns on Penn’s endowment, Penn students should focus on making immediate, direct, and effective change in their own lives by analyzing their lifestyles and finding where they can be more efficient. Divestment is not the way to go.
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